
Unity Board Meeting 12/19/22   
 5:10 - 6:30 PM
Those present: John, Llea, Anne, Beverley, Andrea, Finn, Leslie, Rev Jill; Abby had some degree of COVID so
was not in attendance.
Check in.
Jill prayed in. Quorum was present.  There were no visitors.

The November minutes were unanimously approved.

John is wrapping up his 6 years on the Board!
Finances are still going as expected: prior Sunday was a good day: $6,000 in the collection plate, not counting online
money collected! We need about $6-7,000 to stay even. We always have the Guerra funds in reserve as a cushion.

Income & Expenses are running about even. John will make one more deposit in 2022, i.e. before end of the
calendar year, and 2022 will be “in the black”. There will be a new budget for 2023.

The Pizza Party and other events were all “in the black”.   Llea asked the board to consider ‘spreading the events
out’ in next calendar year to make matters a little less hectic.

$1293 to Tithe: Beverly requested consideration of “Healing Across the Divide”. {LLEA MORE INFO ON TITHES
PLEASE IF YOU HAVE IT - WILL ADD BEFORE MONDAY]

$2,244 is available for Staff Appreciation Bonuses.

New Topic: Releasing kids back to their parents after church. Proposal was made to close the door to the Sunday
School Kids Room after they go to the platform, and kids will be under supervision of their parents from then on,
rather than the Sunday School teachers.

Rev. Jill and Cherie Burrows, with training, will do a Death & Dying course in 2023.

Llea had mailed out a sample Ministry Vacancy Packet to all Board Members: Look at “Steps to Follow”.  Ours will
be sent to Unity Central, and applicants will talk to them.  Need 6 members to be on the Search Committee, subject
to someone wanting to join in the next week or so.  Deadline for asking to be on the Search Committee is January
15th.  In the end, the Board makes the final decision, and makes a charge to the committee.  Creating the Ministry
Vacancy Packet will be a group effort.

We need to look at our Mission Statement = the foundation of what we are doing. But also need to leave how our
Mission is stated, and allow the new minister to “change it”, so we just need to update “Who we are now”. 
Example: Rural but Contemporary.

 
??prayed out and meeting adjourned at 8:00 pm (?).


